Fraternities To Issue Bids
To Freshman Men Monday

New Council to Complete Informal Rushing Period
Before Recess

PLAN OF BUSINESS
Annual Interfraternity Formal
Will Climax Fall Season
Of Organizations

Freshman interfraternity fraternity bids Monday on the end of the fall rushing period which has been supervised this year for the first time by interfraternity council. Those bidding today are the council in the Student Council Young Women's Association office in the Commons.

The interfraternity council was assigned last spring by Alma Ellsen, chooper of Kappa Delta Phi and the Educational Council, as an organization devoted to straightening of the college. The supervision of freshmen rushing this fall is the formal part of the work of the interfraternity council, which is the first actual part of the organization, while the freshman men now become acquainted with the formalities through an informal program with the final bidding of the last just completed.

The members of interfraternity council included Fred Hoffer, swimmer, and John O'Brien, '36, Kappa Delta Phi, and John Donnellon, '36, and Richard Gay, '38, Edward Conley, '37, president of the council are Stewart, president, and O'Brien, treasurer.

The section of the interfraternity council constitution which has yet to be determined will be a meeting with the inquirer on the individual bidding organization in the following:

Arrangements Section A. There shall be no telephone calls on the part of the inquirers during days prior to the issuance of bids as prescribed under Section B. Bids bids shall be left with the secretary of the council on the Monday immediately before Thanksgiving Day.

Section C. All bids must be returned to the council by 5:00 o'clock of the day before Thanksgiving Day.

Section D. No bids shall be issued to freshmen before the first Monday before Thanksgiving Day and the first day of the second semester.

The interfraternity council will be located in the Student Council, W.E.O., office on the above.

State College Maidens Confess Qualifications of Ideal Man

With all due respect to the well meant suggestions of the latter and to the desire the female species ever without the least skin of magnesium

The general state college council approved the following qualifications of ideal man:

"She should have something to the eyes.
"She should have something to the face.
"She should have something to the body.
"She should have something to the mind.
"She should have something to the heart.
"She should have something to the soul.
"She should have something to the spirit.

All of the above should have something to the taste.

Some suggestions is the wish of the student council for the next Rushing Period to be considered.

State College maidens confess qualifications of ideal man.

Music Council Invites
Tryouts to Lounge Tea
Music council will entertain all students at a lounge tea on Monday, December 7, from 5:30 to 7:30 in the new lounge, which is the formal organization of the tea to acquaint the council members with new students. Those attending the lounge tea will have to inform those trying out to cut at the council stands

The members of the new council will be announced as president, Mrs. Frederick Smith, with the following council members,

Madge Johnson, Mrs. Frederick Smith, Fred Hoffer, swimmer, and O'Brien.

The council consists of seventeen members.

All in attendance, the student council at 11:10 a.m. on Monday and Tuesday in the Student Council, W.E.O., office.
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Intersorority Council Goes To Work

To work next week goes the first State college intersorority council, issuing out and receiving fresh bids for Delta Delta Delta and the Edward Eldred Potter club. Two weeks later, the council will sponsor a new social venture, the Interfraternity Ball.

The Interfraternity council is a group composed of three members of each sorority; enforcement lies in the attitude of all the members of each group. The idea may be counted a success if it continues to carry out delayed bidding and paves away a first-class formal dance on December 12.

The Troubadours-Cui Bono?

Seven (7) men attended a meeting of the Troubadours, "musical organization composed of all men of the college," this week. The purpose of the Troubadours was to overcome the problem of numbers of musical students.

We raise the question, without answering it, finally: "Is the thing worthwhile of organization?"

The Troubadors used to be a fairly lively bunch. Three years ago they gave an excellent reception to the freshmen and put on a first-class musical show. Last year, however, they had another show, and last year none at all.

And it is important that we think carefully before choosing our representatives, for upon our choice will depend the efficiency of the federation as it concerns students, obtain some knowledge of the manner in which student affairs are conducted in different sections of the country.

The Student council nominees all have excellent records. All have participated in a variety of student activities. They are now carefully choosing our representatives, a typical State college student, to attend the convention.

Cover To Cover
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He grades certified milk by its color

He demonstrates for the first time grades certified milk according to its color. He says that yellow is the most popular color this season.

Acme

She received a contract after her first audition

Mercedes McCambridge, 20-year-old Mundelein College (Chicago) senior, is playing two important dramatic roles over NBC these days while keeping up with her classes and maintaining a B average. She first attracted the attention of radio officials when she appeared with Mundelein's verse speaking choir.

Sta

Why are green vegetables lacking in Vitamin D?

Prof. Arthur Knudson and Frank Benford of the Albany Medical College are searching for the answer to this perplexing question of science. Using the device shown, which splits up ultra-violet radiation into any wave length wanted for study, the scientists have found that intermittent or moderate doses of ultra-violet rays will aid the formation of vitamin D.

Search

Aviation's greatest flying laboratory and its pilot

Amelia Earhart (center) is shown with Barbara Sweeney and Louise Schickler, Purdue University students, just after she had taken them on a tour of inspection of her new flying laboratory. Purdue is the "home base" for Miss Earhart's experimental work.

Air Lab

Ted Peckham, 22-year-old manager of New York City's novel guide-escort service, says his business has boomed so rapidly he now has 174 college men on call— and its definitely not gigoloing, he adds.

Guider
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To work in interfraternity lines, the Edward later, the venture, the instantaneous characteristic years, the era of both the first Democratic ideals and real the college scene here. To help, men may be look at some the characteristics of the scene in the foreign art.

The interest men's agree on is that organization would be counted. July 4 delayed formal dance.

The Tigers: (1) Youngest of all men of peace of the is. We raise it: "It unusual."

The Freshman: "They reception to class would."

The fight: good site if new men's line and the is being well and perhaps a year in it and men's could put the band of the Town is included.

A nvd football hacking season

Tackle Suicide Harrison, grade latter, chocolate, and perhaps the season of this game which the Middletown won, at 15 to 1.

They'll fight for another undefeated season.

Champs: With our unbeaten team invaded them, Brown College's hard-driving hockey men is this year practicing diligently to maintain its championship standing.

Here's some scholarship

Frank Howland, Alonzo presents four scholarship to Manhattan College.

House for the father of relativity theory

Degree: Dr. Albert Einstein was awarded with a honorary doctorate of science at the ceremony in Lycée of the University of the State of New York. The photo shows the inauguration of Albert Einstein's father, the President of Manhattan College, Dr. Albert Einstein.
Faces Tell the Story
Close-ups of Gridiron Butlers Tell Strange Tales of Football Comedy and Tragedy

He's just for a place go in an opposing player.

"I'm going to get him."

Welling, to make a tackle, Boston College back person his lips and gave his teeth.

"I've got you!"

Louis of Michigan, makes a tackle in most deft.

The last on a full day's practice. The sophs won this try.

They wore Michigan's famed Marching Song
Composer's Michigan, the Wolverines honored Fred Lawton and Prof. Earl Moore, composers of "Varsity," their famous football song. It was composed by them just 25 years ago.

Honor of a famed educator

Dignitaries from all over the nation joined in the celebration of "Varsity Day" at the University of Michigan, the Wolverines honored Fred Lawton and Prof. Earl Moore, composers of "Varsity," their famous football song. It was composed by them just 25 years ago.

Mark Hopkins as president of that institution.

They celebrated the hundredth anniversary of the induction of officials of Williams College when they do it up right at Rolla.

With kalsomine while lie was forced to chew tobacco and had egg rubbed in his hair. For every inch as president, of that institution.

"Take Maine with Tophets"

Candidates that's the sign of those two candidates for mayor of the University of New Hampshire, where each year they elect a student ruler after much intrigue and political haranguing.

For native representatives in middle west campuses.

For native representatives in middle west campuses.


Now take this. Well, I'm going to get him."

Fanatic and Marshall backfield two stars after a runner that his weight lay way through the line was best.

"But for all they are to obscure fate."

That's the slogan of these two candidates for mayor of the.

The Missouri College of Mines freshman in the foreground has just had his body covered with incrustation while he was forced to chew tobacco and had egg rubbed in his hair.

For native representatives in middle west campuses.

They do it up right at Rolla.

Purina.

In a big hodgepodge between the behind of a big gate.

They rent paintings just like they do library books.

Hunting for a gem. Fashion's Joseph Deleso won all tackles that he's a tough customer.
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Autograph seekers swarmed, interviewers buzzed. After Richard Bonelli, Metropolitan Opera star, had ceased giving encores at his first appearance at Oberlin College, he was surrounded by students who sought his autographs and opinions. He's shown with Mary Lou Bradley.

**A truly international freshman class**

Welcome as Dean of Students, Rev. F. L. Meade, C. M., Niagara University, welcomes Raul Anselmi of Puerto Rico and John Hubbard, Lima, Peru, upon their arrival at the New York college where they will register as freshmen.

**Protection**

Andy Roddenberry, first string University of Georgia quarterback, poses nicely so the cameraman can get a good photo of the special head and face protector he wears to protect his broken nose.

**A Galloping Gael floats through the air**

... trying to knock down a pass by Byrne of Loyola University (Los Angeles) in the game during which 60,000 spectators saw St. Mary's defeat the Lions, 19 to 7.

**And here's another floating through the air act**

But this time it's a University of Illinois backfield man who was thrown into the air in keeping Dunn of Southern California (on ground) from blocking a punt by Henry.

"Oops," said Mr. Conner of Virginia as Navy's Bill Ingram leaped into the air and avoided being tackled.

**These Villanova tacklers believe in doing a job right**

... as they prove here in a photo which shows them piling up on Farkas of the University of Detroit. Villanova won, 7 to 6.
Enough, furnish the opposition. Let’s pray for a brace of conquests. The court—which we hope.

The opening varsity game at Troy. The color scheme, a clever blending of white and black.

That orderly outlay of white lines will be sitting on opposite sides of the field. The RPI frosh will, naturally...

The preliminary to the struggle for the game has reached a fever pitch. Barrington and Argonne will be cannonaded from shining new satin uniforms of blue and white.

Two hammers are used to demonstrate the difficulty in keeping the center scoring. The starting five for the class of ’38....

...of these recent and enlightened times. Whether in school...and the famous...and are better accustomed to play the game tonight will be Eugene Davis, Morton Cottrell, Edgar Horning, Donald Walker and Bob Thompson.

The second time, strange as it may seem, he not only managed to catch the ball but put the ball in the back pocket of his trousers. The second time out, a dreamy hamlet, lived a little girl by name of Anaconda, sister to poor Cathy. At the starting five will be chosen: forwards, Zita Quinn, Barry Bing, Homer Leg, and Ken Hoeg; guards, Ray Bixler, John Finney, and Tom Fairbanks, and at the pivot position with 

The starting five will be chosen: forwards, Zita Quinn, Barry Bing, Homer Leg, and Ken Hoeg; guards, Ray Bixler, John Finney, and Tom Fairbanks, and at the pivot position with Tom Finney, Tom Finney, and Tom Fairbanks.

M.A.A. Ruling Limits Varsity to Classmen

The M.A.A. ruling limits varsity to classmen in its present form. It is disallowed anything that might be considered as a violation of the rules in the conduct of the game. The starting five will be chosen: forwards, Zita Quinn, Barry Bing, Homer Leg, and Ken Hoeg; guards, Ray Bixler, John Finney, and Tom Fairbanks, and at the pivot position with Tom Finney, Tom Finney, and Tom Fairbanks.
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"Hitler Educational Experiment Bears Watching," Says Sprague

"Hitler has given the youth something to do." This was the conclusion factor voiced by Dr. H. A. Sprague, president of Montclair Teacher's college, in his address to the student body in last week's assembly.

Dr. Sprague first told the assembly that observation was an excellent opportunity to get suggestions and then related some of his experiences abroad, emphasizing the new German education system.

Commenting on the relations between Hitler and education in Germany today, he said that, pedagogically speaking, we get many suggestions from the methods employed there.

In the new German system, according to Dr. Sprague, Wednesdays are devoted to the Hitler party. No assignments are given on that day and the students receive special instruction in principles of the party, in the field of health, and in health practices which "are recreational and of a nature that might be classed as patriotic."

The new system provides for education in a series of schools up to about 19 years of age. These schools are professional, semi-professional, classical, and scientific in nature and their curricula are startlingly similar to those of our high schools, junior colleges, and colleges.

National Socialist schools have been established also. Hitler, Dr. Sprague maintained, is trying to organize a model Nazi school system and in doing so has caused considerable comment as to the future status of the classical school.

In conclusion Dr. Sprague stated that, "whether or not Hitler will be successful no one knows," but the experiment will be interesting to observe.

Seniors Must Return Agency Pictures Today

Since the agency pictures distributed by the Pedagogue were not made up in the correct size, the Sargent Studio will print six copies in a larger size, and send them directly to the appointment bureau at no extra charge.

Those who ordered agency pictures must return the print with the serial number on the back to the Pedagogue staff in room X by noon today. The additional prints remain the property of those who ordered them.

Any agency pictures which were printed in reverse will be corrected, if they are handed in today. It will be necessary to return all copies of the original prints to the studio as a check.

There will be no retakes for agency pictures, but the photographer will return December 7 to retake the Pedagogue pictures.

Y.W.C.A. to Entertain Aged

Young Women's Christian association will entreat the aged at the Ann Lee home, Monday night. Cars will leave the college directly after the G.A.A. banquet.

Dorothy Chapp, '38, is general chairman of the affair. Committee members Miss Chapp notes; Eloise Shearer, '37, and Margaret Mattison, '30, and attenders Betty Hayford and Virginia Furry, will assist.

Heyford to Give Address

Betty Hayford, '30, will speak at the Y.W.C.A. in Schenectady tonight, as a representative of the Young Woman's Christian association. The company of students from neighboring colleges, she will address a meeting of school students on 'What phase of college life has interested me the most.'

The purpose of the meeting is to give the students a composite picture of college life and its value.

---

Geor. B. Jenney, Prop.     Dial 5-1912

Boulevard Cafeteria and Grill

198-200 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, N. Y.

Just plain old Common Sense

You know that a cigarette can be mild; that is, when you smoke it it's not harsh or irritating.

You know that a cigarette can have a pleasing taste and aroma.

When you smoke a cigarette and find that it has the right combination of mildness, good taste, and aroma, it just seems to satisfy you...gives you what you want.

I smoke Chesterfield all the time, and they give me no end of pleasure.